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You can be Jewish and have hope in Jesus
See how ›










Why Didn’t Our Ancestors Follow Jesus?
We investigate a conspicuous problem with the claim that Jesus is the Messiah.



How to Talk to Your Kids About Antisemitism
A conversation with our Children’s and Youth Ministry Team leaders.



Making Aliyah and Meeting Yeshua: The Stouts’ Story
I was raised in the Reform tradition but grew up in an Orthodox Jewish neighborhood.








We exist to support you in exploring Jewish life with faith in Jesus.




Learn more ›







Our YouTube Channel ›



Featuring Video:

Shining Light in the Darkness: How We’re Responding to War in Israel

Our hearts are heavy, but our faith in Jesus compels us to help.


Watch now ›






Our Stories

	
I had turned away from God, and everything seemed meaningless. But while in the IDF, I began to reconnect with God and discovered a new hope for life.


Read Tamir Kugman's story



	
I grew up a Soviet Jewish atheist. At 14, I visited a church and heard that God exists and loves me. I couldn’t get over it. Wow! God? Really?


Read Irina Orf's story



	
God gave me a vision of the face of Jesus. I went home and found Adel. “Something terrible has happened!” I announced. “Jesus is the Messiah”


Read Yoel and Adel Ben David's story



	
I read the gospels in the New Testament for the first time. I was dumbfounded to see so much familiarity in it and just how Jewish it was.


Read Marc Stein's story



	
My 20-year journey in New Ageism started with ‘I can attract whatever I want into my life’ but eventually led me to total spiritual exhaustion.


Read Jeff Morgan's story



	
I didn’t feel safe at home. Substance abuse and domestic violence seemed to run in my family. God was my only hope—if He would hear my prayer.


Read Abigail*'s story





	
	
	
	
	
	



Our Stories ›





Learn ›
Explore reasons and resources for Jewish faith in Jesus.



The Tallit and Tzitzit: Their Biblical Symbolism and Significance
They serve as a physical reminder of spiritual truths.




What Did Jesus Say About Antisemitism?
Jesus echoed God’s words in his commitment to Israel.



Can Ancient Jewish Wisdom Cure Modern Anxiety?
Our deepest questions need timeless answers.






Explore now ›








Read Jesus’ story for yourself:

The New Testament



Want to know who Jesus really was? Just read the first book, Matthew’s biography of Jesus! Our illustrated Tree of Life translation preserves the Jewish character of the original.


Get your free download ›
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